Exemplar for internal assessment resource English Language for Unit Standard 28070

Learner 3: Low Achieved

W___________ High School performed the cultural festival on last Saturday night that gave
us a lot of useful information of each culture such as Japan, Korea, China and Germany.
What an incredible Saturday evening. My purpose is to write a review for the school
magazine.
The festival first started with food markets. There were several foods presented for each
country. All the international students went to the school kitchen to prepare and cook their
foods. The cooking took half day to be done for present to the cultural festival. Some of the
Kiwi students came to help our working and they all worked extremely hard to make that
lovely night for the audience.
The food market was closed after half an hour then people went back to their seats to watch
the performances that the international students had organised and practised for few months
ago. That was a big surprise for me when the traditional dance of Thailand was on because
it was gorges and the combinations between music and the costumes were perfect. I
enjoyed that dance. The next show that I felt exciting was the dance of the Germans…They
used an eventful song to warm our hall up. Everyone became more vibrant after their
performance. To continue the excitement was the South Korean pop dance. In my country or
even here, the Kpop dances are really famous, so there are no wonder that people,
especially the teenagers were so enjoyable to the South Korean dance. “Bang Bang Bang”
what a thrilling song!
There were some more interesting performances that I couldn’t list them all. To finish the
cultural festival was the song “Can’t stop the felling” that presented by all the international
students, which was the part that I liked the most. Everyone sang that song like a big family.
I would like to give thanks to all the teachers had organised the cultural festival and also
thanks for all the hardworking international students that participated in cooking and
performances. Well done for all.
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